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WAPPING MINE AND CUMBERLAND' CAVERN, l1ATLOCK BATH:
by
Roger Flindall and Andrew Hayes
(I)
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This su:rvey was carried out to test the validity of the rumoured
connection from Wapping Mine to part of Ball Eye Mines (Ford 1971) ,
· Several other surveys have been made of this system, but apparently none
has been published and the fol lowing is completely independent,
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Although the Cumberland workings run for a considerable distance
only 40 f t directly above the Wapping Mine , there are only two actual
connections - at the Funnel Cave and Devil' s Pit .
The original appearances
of both systems have been completely altered, by the adaption of the
Cumberland as a show cave and t he rewor king of the Wapping for fluorspar
in the 20th century,
Subsequently they have been irrepairably vandalized,
parti cular ly the Cumberland which has been a graffiti arti st's paradise,
and their inhabitati on by the so-called 11 Troggs" has resulted in genuine
expl orers scorning these mines,
However, they form an important and
massive adit complex, totalling some 6800 f t in l ength and with an
estimated volume of half a million cubic feet ,
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Both mines are easy to explore, with very little crawling necessary,
but they are quite different in t heir general appearance .
The Wapping
Mine i s a rake and pipe-vein working typical of the area, with large stopes
and extensive mineralization, whil st the Cumber land is largely natural
with very litt le mineralization and frequent staircases, handrails, etc,
which cause it to resemble a subway.
Grateful thanks are due to Mr C, Maddocks , Mr Locke, and Dr T,D,Ford
for assistance in research and to D,Astill and J , Corson for hel ping with
the underground surveying,
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WAPPING MINE
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Gr id Reference:
SK 2939 5749
Altitude:
420 ft
Total Length Surveyed:
4580 ft

This mine is situated just to the south of the bridle-road known
as the Wapping, some 150 ft higher than the River Derwent,
It is basically
a very old shaft and adit system on the Moletrap Rake and was certainly
in existence by the mi d 18th century as a Geor ~ II shilling was found when
it was reworked (Ford and Rieuwerts 1970, p, 91),
In addition, the point
of connection between the Wapping and Cumberland mines at the Funnel Cave
appears to have been made by working from both sides which suggests that
the two mines are cont emporaneous.
The "Old Ma.n' s" workings seem to
have been confined to the extraction of isolated l ead ore strings from the
wide Mol etrap Rake and only a few short pockets can be definitel y
identified as dating from t his era,
No galena was obtained'during the
20th century f luorspar mining operations although afterwards, in 1966, a
collapse in the Funnel Cave revealed a 1 cwt mass of l ead ore,
'

The Wapping Mine was reworked f or fluorspar from 1924 onwards by
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Mr Locke who still lives in the house directly below the mine and is now
aged 93.
In this period 2 to 6 men were employed underground (Brown 1966)
with the late Billy Hodgkinson as shot- firer.
Apparently activity was
centred on the Rake and the SW side of the Maze but little was done after
1936.
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In 1953 Frank Barton of t he Banks & Barton partnership took over
the mine and worked it fairly intensively until about 1956.
An opencast
was started at the si te of the adit entrance and advanced westwards along
the rake with a stepped working face as dictated by the wayboards.
At
this time an entrance above the top wayboard gave access to a higher system
on the Rake, only a few feet below the surface, where a large pool of water
was trapped above the clay but in 1954 the front end of the mine collapsed,
bringing down much of these higher workings.
Frank Barton al so drove the
Incline Level from the end of the small Old Ma.n's wor kings, apparentl y in
an attempt to cut the vein from the Ma.in Stope, but no economic deposits
were found (verbal infoma.tion from Mr C.Ma.ddocks ),
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Nowadays the adits enter from the back of a large and unstable
cutting on the course of the strong Moletra.p Vein which ranges WNW-ESE.
The only wasteheap outside Wapping Mine i s at the entrance to the cutting
where there is a small quantity of dolomite fragments through which
protrude the remains of the wooden beams that once supported an ore chute .
A small l evel on the south side of the cutting is an Ol d Man's working
which was gated and used as an explosives· store during the 1950s.
The
ruined building directl y up the hillside from the main entrance was an icehouse built for the use of Masson House.

(1)

The Incline Level
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On the north side of the cutt ing three wa.yboards are visible, the
central one 9 inches thick, with 2 inch wayboards 2 ft to either si de of
i t.
They dip at 10-150 to the ea.st and are cut off by the Rake which
has a downthrow of 40 f t on its north side according to the Geological
Survey.
The· country rock in this area is dolomitized limestone of the
Matlock Group, dipping gently to the ea.st, with the Matlock Lower Lava
slightly below Wapping Mine.
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On t he l eft of the ll'.ain entrance · is the low opening into the
Incline Level which for the first 20 ft is a na=ow stope open t o the
surface some 20 ft above.
Two cross-veins are cut a short way in; both
were followed only to the left, the first by a small roof pocket , while
the second (a 6 inches width of baryte) is a backfilled level but this
has no air f l ow in it and is probabl y unimportant .
The adit is dropping
steadily here and passes under the short Old Man ' s l evel in the roof.
Soon the adit assumes a 5 ft square cross-secti on, dipping at roughly
20° until 20 ft of altitude have been l ost and then running horizontal ly
to the forefield 265 ft in.
There are three small workings on the right
side, the first two of which are situated on NW-SE cross- veins ea.ch 12
inches wide.
The third working, 50 ft before the forefield, is a recess
containing a 15 ft deep winze, 6 ft x 6 ft in section, which i s now
completely blind but may have been backfill ed.
A large iron winch used
to rest on girders across the shaft but was pushed down by vandals within
the la.st few years.
(2)

The Ma.in Level

The main entrance is only 4 ft high x 6 ft wide as at this point
the vein has pinched to a horizontally slickensided leading but the
workings rapidly open up westwards int o · the· first of the four large
stopes onthe Moletrap Rake , each of which averages some 30 ft in height
by 10- 20 ft wi de.
A roadway has been constructed through these workings ,
f ollowing the right wall except for the first 50 ft where it is central
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with heavy t imbering which has been smashed by fallen boulders,
Access to
the roadway is gained by climbing over the packs against the right wall
which support' the timbering,
Jus t insi de the mine a passage doubl es bac'k in the roof and this
i s t hought to be all that remains of the higher entrance,
Shortly beyond
a backi'il led pocket 100 ft in, there is a climb up on t he left of the stope
which emer ges high up in the roof,
The cross- section of the workings here
is typical for any of the four stopes , with the roadway adjacent to the
right wall and waste rubbl e pil ed up to a height of 5- 10 ft on the other
side .
As in most of the other stopes, numerous openings in the roof can
be seen but these were not entered,
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When 160 ft in the workings divide about a large mass of vein
material l eft in situ and a Collapse bl ocks the roadway which takes the
right fork,
A low opening to the right partway up the rubbl e slope on
the left drops into the continuation of the roadway but this i s often
flooded and the usual route is to climb the rubbl e slope t o the far corner
of the stope,
From here a horizontal passage 6 ft high x 4 f t wide,
partially packed and timbered, leads through a small group of pocket s int o
Some short high-level passages here end in the roof of
t he Second Stope.
this stope.
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The Second St opa i s only 80 f t long, the workings again dividing
around a pillar,
The roadway on the right passes two picked recesses but
is partially blocked by collapse at the start of the Third Stopa and the
easiest r oute i s to continue along the left wal l , the chamber narrowing
steadily until the next stope is reached.
I n the centre of t he Third
Stopa wat er pours from the roof and at this point a 10 ft high wall has
been built on the left of the roadway.
The chamber previous to this also
has water drizzling f r om the roof but both dry up considerably in summer,
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The Fourth Stope start s beyond a smal l pillar on the left of the
roadway and extends westwards for 160 ft through the Funnel Cave to the
end of the Moletrap Vein,
Its cross-section averages at least 30 ft
high by 20 ft wide and for the f i rst half it resembles the other stopes
with packs up to 6 ft high against its left side .
A gap b·e tween these
packs allows access to some pockets behind the left wall,
On the
opposite side there is a :smal l chamber, part way up the back wall of
which a l ow passage leads off for a few feet al ong a scrin, · In the
latter hal f of t he stope the roadway swings gently northwards, cut ting
through the right wall of the Rake and into the replacement deposits
beyond,
The continuation of the st ope is followed by scrambling up the
massive rubbl e slope over 20 f t high on the left,
At the top are two
enormous boulders precariously balanced at the start of the Funnel Cave
and a climb over these gives access t o a concealed opening high· up the
left wall from which a crawl doubl es back eastwards for 110 ft ,, running
very close to the south wal l of the stope.
I t appears t o be partly
natural , formed below a horizontal wayboard ½ - 1 inch t hick, now
largely encrusted with selenite,
I nitially it follows a 1 inch wide
cal cite scrin but the main miner ali zat ion consist s of calcite and
fluorspar replacements with some badly formed galena crystal s,

The Funnel Cave is 65 ft l ong, 30 ft wide and 20 ft high; its
floor i s littered with boulders which extend up to the roof in the far
right (NW) corner where an inconspicuous passage marks the start of the
Cumberl and workings,
The only other way off i s a passage 10 f t square
directly opposite the point of entry into the Funnel Cave.
Traces of
galena above the packs on the left wall of this passage are the last
vestiges of the rapidly weakening Mol etrap Vein,
The level continues pa.st
two pockets and a large slope down to the right (into the Maze near
Toadstone Bank) to a winze situated at a sharp corner in the passage, The
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shaft is some 20 ft deep by 5 ft square in section and drops into the Maze
near the east end of :Boulder Chamber.
A short section of narrow gauge iron
rail way is visible here.
:Beyond the shaft the passage doubles back eastwards, past a low pocket on the left , to end +.5 ft up in the roof of t he
Main Stopa.
(3)

The Maze
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From the Fourth Stope the roadway continues westwards as a 15 ft
high x 5 ft wide passage for 100 f t, ending at Calcite Junction at the
start of the Maze.
There a.re two side- turnings in this section: a crawl
over a pack on the left, ending in a choke under the Funnel Cave and just
beyond this a similar opening on the right into a short passage following
some ochrous scrins w'nich have al so been worked from the Maze .
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The Maze is a complex series of ramifying passages averaging
roughly 5 ft square in section,in a large replacement deposit whi ch
merges at its extremities into a network of scrins ranging either NW-SE
or SW- NE and with an infill of ba.ryte, fluorspar and ochrous material,
The repl acement deposits are mainly scalenohedral calcite with subsidiaxy
fluorspar, ochre and ba.ryte,
The negli gible galena content and the
absence of small diameter shot-holes and pick-marks indicate that the Maze
was mainly driven this century for fluorspar although i t was often not
particularly rich in that mineral.
The replacement s are floored 'by
the Matlock Lower Lava but this is almost horizontal and toadstone clay
is only visible occasional ly in the floor and at the bottom of trial
winzes.
Only the main features and passages in the Maze are described
here as for the most part it is very repetitive ,
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The first three openings on t he right from Cal cite Junction all
terminate at boulder chokes in the roof where col lapses from the Cumberl and
Taking the passage straight on f:rom
workings above have occurred.
Calcite Junction, the first major turning on the right brings one into a
worked- out area with a row of wooden props supporting the roof,
Two
high-l evel pockets on the right (SE) of this section are connected and
end a t a very unstable choke.
At the back of the chamber is a crosspassage running NW-SE with a trickle of water f l owing along it.
Heading
upstream (to the right) , this passage turns sharp l eft but straight on
over a mound of rubble here a l arge passage l eads back towards the
entrance, ending very near the main roadway.
The Stream Passage turns
northwards wit h packs .on both sides which block off a l evel on the left
from near the worked-out area.
Soon one reaches a crawl over a collapse
of ochreous material which occurred about 1965 and beyond which the stream
is not present,
25 ft al ong from the collapse a small passage doubles
back in the roof to the bottom of the Devil ' s Pit - a jumble of boulders
about 15 ft down in the floor of the Thi rd Chamber in Cumberland Cavern,
The continuation of the stream passage l eads shortl y to a turning off to
the l eft beyond which the workings end in a high stope.
The side- passage
soon divi des, the left fork being backfil led and to t he right a long crosscut finally ends in a small area of f luorspar and calci te mineralization,
some 1080 ft in from the eptrance,

Returning to Calcite Juncti on, the passage off to the left brings·
one to Toad.stone :Bank where an isol ated area of toadstone cl ay is exposed,
possi bly uplifted by the Moletrap Rake ,
Here, a steep upward slope on
the left meets the workings near the Funnel Cave already descri bed, Several
passages radiate from the foot of Toadstone l3ank but only two are important :
that t o the right (described later) and the direct cont inuati on L~to the
Main Stope,
This l atter passage bends round rapidly t o run SE as an easy
wal king way with intermittent packs .
The first two openings on the right
both lead i nto :Boulder Chamber but the second of these is blocked by
collapse.
Approaching this collapse on the other side, from :Boulder
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Chamber, brings one to the foot of the winze from near the Funnel Cave.
Boulder Chamber i s only 30 ft long x 20 f t wide and is parti al ly filled
with fall en rocks.
There are two other exits: that di rectly opposite
the point of entry meets the workings from near Tqadstone .Bank whilst a
passage off to the left leads SW for 30 ft to a collapse.
From this
point a crawl drops off to the right for 60 ft, passing a 15 ft raise on
the left into a small natural pocket.
Returning to the ma.in passage, the next two openings on the
right enter a small chamber with a short climb in the roof into anot her
natural pocket.
A low passage runs NW off this chamber, passi ng a choke
on the right to end at a flooded winze 8 ft deep and 5 ft square in
section.
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Continuing SE brings one immediately into the Mai n Stope which
averages 15 ft high x 15 f t wi de with a length of roughly 200 f t.
In the
roof the end of the passage from the Funnel Cave is visible whilst a
lower opening on the left gives access to a working doubling back to
rejoin the main level near Toadstone Bank.
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A short way along the l eft wall of the Main Stope an opening
leads to a 10 ft climb up into a natural chamber 20 ft long, 12 ft wide
and 6 ft high, the west · wall of which is covered with glittering, pure
white selenite crystals, averaging¼ inch long.
Unfortunatel y many
fragments have been broken off and much of .the remainder is covered wit h
sooty inscriptions but, even so, i i is the best deposit of its kind in
the area..
A low bedding pl ane crawl eastwards from this chamber soon
ends.
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The section of the Main Stope beyond this is a l arge rubble slope,
dropping 15 ft quite rapidly after whi ch the workings have a gradual
upward trend but steadily diminish in size until the forefield is reached.
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The right-hand passage at Toadstone Bank leads over a mound of
rubble to a cross-roads where a passage on the right ranges NE to meet
the level s t raight on from Calcite Junction.
In the opposite direction
there is a short level in the roof.
Continuing NW past the j unction the
passage soon ends but a turning off to the left enters another part of the
}faze .
Here the workings divide at a Y-junction only to rejoin further in.
The right fork leads t o a large opening on the left in the roof from which
a chamber slopes downwards into the l evel from the other fork.
Further
al ong the right fork is a side- passage on the right, flooded to a depth
of 1 ft , which ends with an area of toadstone clay in the floor.
Final ly
the right fork ends at a climb up on the left into a horizontal passage
emerging in the roof of the left fork.
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The l eft fork at the Y- junction is a partially packed level,
passing workings back on the left into Boulder Chamber and then turning
sharp right to run along the bottom l eft wall of the chamber mentioned in
the preceeding paragTaph.
The level then ranges SW al ong a 12 inch wide
baryte-fluorspar vein, developing into a 15 ft high r ift just beyond the
point at which the workings from the right fork enter the roof.
This
section appears to be rather unstable wi th rotten wood stemples in the
roof and two fal ls are passed before the forefi eld is reached.
This point is the closest approach to Ball Eye but is still 900 ft
from the most outlying workings and it seems that no connection ever existed
between the two systems.
The Matlock branch of Ball Eye Sough (Rieuwerts
1966, 1969, Hunt 1970, Kirkham 1966) must have foll owed the upper surface
of the Matlock Lower Lava and would probabl y have been cut by Wapping Mine
if they ran through the same area.
However, the sough would have had
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difficult y in maintaining a downward gradient on top of the lava unless
it emerged further south near l'lasson Mills at an altitude of less than 375
ft .
As it only drained Ball Eye to the same level as Calver Sough, the
Matl ock branch must have been driven to drain the intermediate workings.
Carnill Level i s too high t o have been the ta.i:l of Matlock Sough and the
water may have emerged via Gatestoop Sough or Holl ands Level (Rieuwer ts
1966; 1969) .
(~ II )

CUMBERLAND CAVERN
Grid Reference : 2923 5773
Alti tude :
520 ft
Total Length Surveyed : 2230 ft
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Cumberland Cavern is l ocated .immediat el y below the Wappi ng bridl e
track some distance above Clifton Road.
I t was opened as a show cave i n
1780 and only closed a few years ago but already the entrance is overgrown
and a wooden hut t hat used to stand outside has been demoli shed by vandals.
There i s no appreci able wasteheap.
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The l imit ed mineral deposits in the Cumberl and ar e mai nly calci te
r eplacements and there is lit t le possibility of it being reworked.
All
the chamber s and the passages larger than 6 ft hi gh and 4 ft wide in
Cumberland appear to be natural and this pr obabl y accounts f or the rarity
of shot-holes - not the early date of mining as has been suggested elsewher e ,
The three waybo2.rds noted at the entrance t o Wapping Mine are also
present here and have contr oll ed t he f ormati on of the natural sections
although fallen boulders mark where collapses have enlarged the system above
the control l i ng wayboards,
As a simil ar group of wayboards are visible
just inside Speedwel l Mine, t he Cumberland deposits may be the displ aced
southern extension of the Speedwell cal cite r eplacements, cut off by the
well-defined fault with a downthrow of 50 f t on its south side,
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The wal led entrance level is 6 ft high and 2 ft wide but in 1971
a total collapse occurred a few feet inside where it passes under the bri dl e
road so t hat at t he t ime of t he survey access was most easil y gained via
the Funnel Cave in Wapping Mi ne as described earli er ,
From the Funnel
Cave a 4 f t high l evel leads past a low pocket on t he right into t he first
of a series of f our l arge natural chambers bef or e the end of the tourist
route is met.
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The four chambers are very similar in appearance, their floors
littered with boulders between which a narrow built-up path runs , Vari ous
pi ts between the boulder s lead only to smal l blind pockets (excepting those
into the Devil' s Pit connection to Wapping) .
The walls of the chambers
are frequentl y covered with very dirty flowstone and t heir height vari es
from 5 t o 12 f t.
There is littl e mineralizat ion in t his area as the
Wapping repl acements a.re only 20 ft thick and do not extend up t o t his
level.
The chambers are elongated roughly along the stri ke of t he
dolomite and are separated only by narrowings of the passage for a few
feet,
Most of the de t ails of this section are given on the large scal e
pl an,
The passage into the first chamber follows a scr in and the point
wher e the shot- holes meet can be seen a few feet in from the Funnel Cave .
On the far side of t he f i rst chamber is a short mined level on the same
scrin,
For the first half of this chamber the path is built up on the
left where the f l oor drops away suddenly and her e a wayboard 2 inches thick
runs hori zont ally part way up t he passage walls,

In the early parts of t he next chamber it i s necessary to crawl over
large boulders above some 15 ft deep cavities.
The t hi rd chamber is
entered by descending a shallow f l i ght of st eps and at its far end a simil ar
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crawl replaces the path but here the pits merge into a series of pockets in
the f l oor near the l eft wall,
This is the top of the Devil's Pit
connection to Wapping, described previously,
A 2 inches thick wayboard,
dipping slightly to the SE is visible in the third chamber,
..
A large open pocket is concealed behind boulders · .in the left wall
of the fourth chamber.
From here the cavern narro~ off, passing two
pockets each 5 ft high, until a small doorway 4 f t high x 2 ft wide brings
one int o a roomy chamber at the end of the tourist route ,
This chamber
dxops away st eadily to the north , the path following its west wall but there
are no ways off from this si de.
Tuxning right f rom the point of entry, a
steep staircase is reached , rising 30 ft into the floor of the next .cavern,
An opening behind the foot of the stairs provides access to three interconnected pockets averaging 3-5 ft in hei ght,
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The st aircase emerges by the left wall of the next chamber which it
follows to a T-junction at its top NE corner,
To the right a path runs
along the wall of the chamber but there are no openings off,
To the left
a large passage (probably natural ) runs eastwards with a horizontal wayboard 9 inches thick in the roof,
Some mined pockets on the right ar e in
a 1 inch baryte scrin with contiguous calcite replacement masses,
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The passage becomes l ess spacious as a downward spiral staircase
is approached and a small hole, 10 ft deep, in the floor marks the site of
a collapse into the workings below.
These stairs dxop at least 30 ft and
part way down is a cavity on the left with a tight f i ssure near its back
wall,
An iron ladder was put down this but"it ends in a small blind
chamber in ochreous deposi t ·s some 10· ft below,
The t ouri st route continues
past several tight pockets to a Y-junctfon,
The right fork leads shortl y
to the Pool Chamber which is about 20 ft x 12 ft x 6 ft high, with water
tri ckling from the roof into a small artificial trough on its north side,
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That to the l eft
Three openings lead off from the Pool Chamber,
leads down a flight of stairs and meet s the left fork from the earlier Yjunction,
The passage continues westwards as a roomy walking way which
sl opes gent ly down to the Wishing Well, a small artifical pool formed
behind a dam 18 inches high,
This branch of the t ouri st route ends here
but a l ow crawl at the back of the Wishing Well gives access to the main
seri es of mine workings in Cumberl and.
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Just beyond the Wishing Well, a bodyhole on the l eft enters a
smal l chamber with a tight hole in the roof at the back into a higher
blind pocket.
Continuing straight on, the crawl soon ends just beyond
two workings in the roof,
The first of these is a narrow fissure rising
15 ft to a boulder choke,
Opposite this, a 3 ft high passage in the roof
continues sw, rising steadily along a 3- 6 inches wide scrin of baryte and
galena, until it emerges in the f l oor of a small cavern,
This cavern
appears to be natural and is 40 ft long, 12 ft wide and 3- 5 ft high,
elongated along the course of the scrin, with its floor dipping at about
20° to the SW,
In the SW corner a passage along the scrin is blocked by
fallen boulders but doubling back up the chamber two openings are found,
The higher of these is entered by a climb over boulders and is a short
mined level following the scrin NE to the foref ield some 40 ft above the
Wishing Well,
Here a wayboard of t oadstone clay 6 inches thick is
visible in the roof (see the section on the main survey) ,
Several pockets
on the right are in a calcite replacement deposit adjacent to the scrin,
and are heavily flowstoned, with good cave pearls on the floor .
The lower
passage f rom the chamber is near the choked bedding plane which forms the
NE wall; i t sl opes down into a small pocket from which four short crawls
radiate, one in each direction along both the scrin and the replacement
deposit ,
Also a t ight rift in the roof may be climbed for 20 ft into a
short passage.
These workings are directly above the higher passage and
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have had to be omitted from the plan,
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Returning to Pool Chamber, the other two exits are l ocated at
its far end where the third spi.J:al staircase rises off,
An opening on
the left of the foot of the stairs enters a chamber roughly 70 ft long
20 ft wide and 10 ft high, dropping rapidl y towards its centre after
which it is horizontal,
Steps zig-zag down its:first half and from their
end a crawl back on the right can be followed for 20 ft to a choke. Near
the far east end of the chamber is a partially ginged shaft, 2 ft in
diameter and 10 ft deep, into a small bl ind pocket , the choked floor of
which is partially flooded but a few years ago the water stood over 5 ft
higher.
A 3 inches wide scrin of calcite, red clay and fluorspar , ranging
NE-SW, crosses here, and this has been stoped a lit tle in the chamber
above.
Two short mined cavities in cal cite replacement masses lead
off the cavern.
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The third spiral staircase rises rapidly from the Pool Chamber,
through 40 ft and then a short hori zontal section of partial ly walled
passage brings one to the inner side of the fal l near the adit entrance.
Part way up the stairs a low opening doubles back in the roof under a
sheet of corrugated iron and into a small passage in a mass of calcite
below a 6 inches wayboard (this is omitted from the plan but is shown on
the section).
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Near the top of the stairs a mined passage on the l eft drops
steeply to end at a 6 ft deep blind pit,
Two short passages, 6 ft high,
2 ft wide in the roof, are both driven in calcite below 6 inches wayboards
of toadstone clay.
A l ittle fluorspar was noticed above the wayboard
in the first of these roof passages.
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Now that the Cumberland entrance is ·blocked,· there is no air
flow in the system apart from the normal circulation in and out of the
Wapping entrance and the air above the third staircase is distinct ly poor.
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(IV) NOTES ON ADJACffiT MINES
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The Moletrap Rake has been worked just east of the river Derwent
in the ·v ery small Hagg Wood Level where it is 2-3 f t wide, of calcite and
fluorspar , hading 200 to the south.
The rake has a known range of 1 mile
and it is reputedl y 10 ft wide at New :Bullestree Mine, ¼ mile to the east.
At the Wapping entrance the rake still hades 5-10° to the south but by the
Fourth Stope its hade has reversed to 100 to the north with an average
width of about 12 ft and an infill of baryte, fluorspar and galena.
The
presence of the Lower Lava on the sout h side of the rake in the valley floor
may explain why no level i s known to have been driven westwards along the
Moletrap from the Derwent.
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A smal l run-in shaft was l ocated 60 yards west of the Wapping
entrance on the Moletrap Rake and other shafts further west still may be
hidden by the undergrowth.
At the end of Mr Locke 1 s garden is an abortive spar trial adit
about 20 ft long,

The Wilcocks Founder Level (Gregory 1970) at 2954 5777 was dri ven
westwards from the Derwent along the vein of the same name which i s shown
on a Barmaster 1 s plan as running directly through the Cumberland entrance
although .it is not visible in that mine.
Rieuwerts (1966; 1969) states
that part of the level was used as a pumpway for a waterwheel turned by the
river, geared to underground pumps and it was driven to the "mines a t
Upperwood",
However, it ran well below the Upperwood mines a.t>.d appears
to have been a completely separate working.
No trace remains of the tail
(Flindall and Hayes).

•
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A shaft 30 yards west of the Cumberland entrance appears to have
run- in and was probabl y on the NE-SW. scrin near the Wishing Well.
A
run- in shaft at 2913 5769 has a ruined coe and a smal l tip .of calcite.
An open shaft 15 ft deep at 2930 5748 and one about 40 ft deep some 20 yards
south of the Wapping entrance have not been explo±ed by the authors.
Backfil led shafts in the area 2929 5751 were probably on a NW-SE
scrin.
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